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Attention: Rulemaking and Adjudications Staff 

Dear Sir: 

This letter supplements the verbal comments of the State of Nevada Agency for Nuclear 
Projects (NANP) submitted June 24, 2002, at the public meeting in Rockville, MD, on "10 

CFR Part 71 Compatibility with IAEA Transportation Safety Standards (TS-R- 1) and 
Other Transportation Safety Amendments: Proposed Rule (April 30, 2002)." 

We begin by restating the request we made on June 24 for an extension in the public 

comment period. At the June 24 meeting, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 

and U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) staff and contractors acknowledged for the 

first time clear deficiencies in the data presented in support of the proposed rule. An 

extended comment period is further required because the transcript of the June 24 meeting 

has still not been made available as of today, July 29. The Commission's decision not to 

extend the comment period means that interested parties must submit final comments on 

the proposed rule without having an opportunity to review the transcript of the June 24 
meeting.  

NANP is strongly opposed to the NRC proposed position under Issue 17, Double 

Containment of Plutonium (PRM-71-12). NANP specifically opposes the NRC proposal 

to eliminate the double containment requirement of Sec. 71.63(b) for shipments of 

radioactive material containing quantities of plutonium exceeding 20 curies. NANP 

supports the position taken by the Western Governors' Association that the existing 

container requirements for these shipments represent the minimum standards necessary for 

safety, security and public acceptance. NANP also supports the conclusions documented 

by the New Mexico Environmental Evaluation Group (EEG) that single containment will 

increase the risk of radionuclide release in the event of a serious transportation accident, 

and will increase rather than decrease routine worker radiation doses, without providing 

any proven economic benefits to the shipper(s).
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NANP believes that the other portions of the proposed rule cannot be adequately 
evaluated until an acceptable draft environmental assessment or environmental impact 
assessment is prepared and issued for public comment. Both the Draft Environmental 
Assessment (NUREG/CR-671 1) and the Draft Regulatory Analysis (NUREG/CR-6713) 
prepared for NRC by ICF Consulting Inc. lack the quantitative data and qualitative 
analyses necessary for a legally sufficient assessment of impacts. Moreover, the lack of 
supporting data and analyses can only undermine the credibility of the Commission's stated 
policy of"risk-informing NRC regulations." 

At the June 24 meeting, NANP pointed out numerous deficiencies in the data and analysis 
supporting the proposed rule. Major concerns include: 

1. Absence of reliable baseline information on the number of exempt and non-exempt 
packages and shipments, and average number of packages per shipment; 

2. Absence of meaningful estimates of changes resulting from each proposed action in 
occupational and public radiation exposures, number of exempt and non-exempt 
packages and shipments, and cost of regulatory compliance; 

3. Reliance upon severely outdated (1982) shipment data, sometimes without 
acknowledging the date or limitations of the cited report (SAND84-7174); 

4. Failure to consider available data on routine worker exposures during transuranic 
waste shipments to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP); 

5. Failure to consider probabilistic risk analyses regarding potential severe accidents 
during transuranic waste shipments to WIPP; and 

6. Failure to update probabilistic risk analyses for spent nuclear fuel shipments 
considering potential shipments to the proposed repository at Yucca Mountain (for 
example, adequacy of the proposed cask immersion standard considering the 
potential for 3,000 barge shipments of spent nuclear fuel from reactors which lack 
rail access, including 430 barge shipments on Lake Michigan where water depths 
exceed 200 meters).  

An additional concern raised by NANP at the June 24 meeting regards the applicability of 
the proposed rule to any future shipments of spent nuclear fuel by the U.S. Department of 
Energy (DOE) to the proposed repository at Yucca Mountain. At the meeting, we 
informed NRC staff of recent correspondence, relevant to this issue, between Senator 
Richard Durbin of Illinois and NRC Chairman Richard Meserve. We requested a 
clarification of NRC policy, which we have not yet received. We are taking this 
opportunity to again ask for a clarification of NRC policy regarding applicability to DOE 
shipments of the full transportation regulatory system set forth in 10 CFR Part 71.  

In a letter dated May 10, 2002, Chairman Meserve informed Senator Durbin: "If DOE 
takes custody of the spent fuel at the licensee's site, DOE regulations would control the 
actual spent fuel shipment. Under such circumstances, the NRC's primary role in 
transportation of spent fuel to a repository would be certification of the packages used for 
transport." Meserve added: "... if DOE takes custody to the spent fuel at the reactor site, 
the only involvement NRC will have in the transport will be the certification of the 
transport cask."



DOE's current plan is indeed to take title to commercial spent fuel at the reactors. If 
Chairman Meserve is correct, DOE shipments would be exempt from most of the system 
of NRC regulations designed to protect public health and safety from routine radiation, 
human error, severe accidents, and radiological sabotage. Many important provisions of 
the proposed rule may or Inay not apply to DOE shipments. Therefore, before proceeding 
with this rulemaking, we request that NRC clarify the extent to which 10 CFR Part 71 
would apply to DOE shipments to Yucca Mountain.  

Thank you for the opportunity to comment upon the proposed rule.  

Sincerely, 

Transportation Advisor 
Agency for Nuclear Projects


